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Abstract: This paper develops a full-bridge DC-AC converter, which uses a robust optimal tracking
control strategy to procure a high-quality sine output waveshape even in the presence of unpre-
dictable intermissions. The proposed strategy brings out the advantages of non-singular fast conver-
gent terminal attractor (NFCTA) and chaos particle swarm optimization (CPSO). Compared with a
typical TA, the NFCTA affords fast convergence within a limited time to the steady-state situation,
and keeps away from the possibility of singularity through its sliding surface design. It is worth
noting that once the NFCTA-controlled DC-AC converter encounters drastic changes in internal
parameters or the influence of external non-linear loads, the trembling with low-control precision will
occur and the aggravation of transient and steady-state performance yields. Although the traditional
PSO algorithm has the characteristics of simple implementation and fast convergence, the search
process lacks diversity and converges prematurely. So, it is impossible to deviate from the local
extreme value, resulting in poor solution quality or search stagnation. Thereby, an improved version
of traditional PSO called CPSO is used to discover global optimal NFCTA parameters, which can pre-
clude precocious convergence to local solutions, mitigating the tremor as well as enhancing DC-AC
converter performance. By using the proposed stable closed-loop full-bridge DC-AC converter with
a hybrid strategy integrating NFCTA and CPSO, low total harmonic distortion (THD) output-voltage
and fast dynamic load response are generated under nonlinear rectifier-type load situations and
during sudden load changes, respectively. Simulation results are done by the Matlab/Simulink
environment, and experimental results of a digital signal processor (DSP) controlled full-bridge
DC-AC converter prototype confirm the usefulness of the proposed strategy.

Keywords: full-bridge DC-AC converter; non-singular fast convergent terminal attractor (NFCTA);
chaos particle swarm optimization (CPSO); trembling; total harmonic distortion (THD)

1. Introduction

Full-bridge DC-AC converters have been widely used in mechatronic energy systems,
such as high concentration photovoltaic (PV) systems, vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT)
systems, and hybrid electric vehicles [1–4]. It is critical for the reliable and efficient op-
eration of these systems and their interconnection with the future power grid to ensure
global welfare and sustainability. The requirements for high performance DC-AC converter
systems are usually based on the following criteria: (1) Output voltage waveform with low
total harmonic distortion (THD). (2) Fast transient response in case of sudden load change.
(3) Steady-state errors should be as small as possible. Take the example of PV systems,
the essential task of the full-bridge DC-AC converter allows the conversion amidst DC
(direct current) power input produced by the PV array and a sinusoidal AC (alternating
current) power output with controllable magnitude and frequency. A single-stage DC-AC
converter converts DC to AC without the need for an intermediate stage. A two-stage DC-
AC converter is structured by a DC-DC converter plus a DC-AC converter. The first-stage
DC-DC converter supplies the maximum power processed by the maximum power point
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tracking (MPPT) algorithm to the second-stage DC-AC converter, and also regulates the
DC bus voltage. Whether it is a type of the single-stage or two-stage DC-AC converter,
the closed-loop control technology must be employed to construct a high-quality DC-AC
converter output-voltage, even under non-linear loads. The robust repetitive method has
been proposed for voltage control of the power inverter. This methodology is effective in
ameliorating the dynamic behavior of the system, but steady-state errors may still occur
in the presence of uncertain interruption conditions [5]. A bang-bang control strategy
based on the adaptive concept is proposed to establish a good micro-grid steady-state
response. However, its algorithm requires time-consuming calculations and complicated
models [6]. In order to produce satisfactory transient and steady-state responses, the itera-
tive learning closed-loop control technique is used for the design of uninterruptible power
supply (UPS) inverters. This technique demands exceedingly precise system parameters
and modeling [7]. The high stability of the boost converter is insured by the H-Infinity
control, which has been recommended. It adopts dual control loops to achieve superior
command tracking while subjected to load perturbations, but such an algorithm exposes
the difficulty and complexity of the implementation [8]. A mu-synthesis scheme with
reduced-order characteristic and decreased cost is developed to enhance the performance
of a boost converter controlled by an H-infinity controller. Although the boost output
exhibits good dynamics features in the presence of input-voltage variations and sudden
load changes, the problem of steady-state errors needs to be improved [9].

Robust design has been clarified by various researchers, and a worthy reference in the
literature [10] has also compared and studied robust design optimization techniques. Dr.
Genichi Taguchi first introduced robust design methods to some leading industries in the
United States, thus reforming the procedure design quality of production and manufacture.
Although Taguchi’s method is easy to use, it can only acquire related consequences, and
cannot accurately explain what parameters have the greatest impact on the eigenvalues of
the performance [11]. Regarding robust design, while diverse researchers have employed
varying representations, the implication is alike. The mutual feature in these expressions
shows that it is not sensitive to changes in the robust design and such notion has been
embraced by the engineering fields. Technologies of robust design have been evolved
using established design principles, as the following three types. The first type is the
above-mentioned Taguchi method, which is based on the concept of minimizing the impact
of change on production quality, rather than manipulating the source of change [12]. The
second type is axiomatic design, which incorporates the independent and the informa-
tional axioms. The independent axiom facilitates the manufacturer to produce successful
design options through the consideration of the relations amongst functions and produc-
tions [13]. The third type is robust optimization (for example, sliding mode control [14–16]
or other nonlinear methods [17–20]) which takes the idea of robustness and applies it
to traditional optimization. The goal function and restraints are reframed in terms of a
robustness index. Currently, sliding mode control (SMC) has been well recognized that the
assurance of insensitive trajectory can be achieved under model parameter variations and
exogenous perturbations [21–25]. The application of SMC has been developed to handle
many significant non-linear systems [26–30]. Thanks to the intellectualized SMC scheme,
a low-priced microcontroller has been proposed to mitigate the trembling, but the load
suffers from steady errors when dealing with abrupt intermissions [31]. A better smart
approach has been developed for PWM (pulse width modulation)-sliding-mode boost
regulators connected to the power grid. Though there is a respectable inverter dynamics
in the transience stage, the performance of the steady-state is contorted remarkably [32].
A linguistic recognition-based SMC yields improved converter steady-state response in
case of load uncertainties; however, there is a practical issue of trembling in the control
signal [33]. The knowledge base form associated with the SMC provides good response
behavior for the converter; nevertheless, it discloses the complex algorithm with long
execution time [34]. Among the existing SMC families, the non-singular fast convergent
terminal attractor (NFCTA) is more worthy of attention. Using the NFCTA instead of the
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exponentially-convergent SMC brings the advantages of faster limited-time convergence
of the system state and no singularities, thereby leading to its application in many different
domains [35–38]. Although NFCTA still retains the robustness of usual SMC and converges
the system state to the equilibrium point in a fixed period of time, there is always tremor,
which needs to be considered. The trembling effect conduces to high-frequency vibration
of the control output and impairs switching transistors-based power electronic converters.
Realistically, there are certain difficulties in the measurement of varied parameters, non-
modeled dynamics, and external intermissions. If the range of uncertainty in the system
is too great or petty, then trembling and steady-state errors will occur. The invariance
property and the presence of a sliding mode cannot be conserved. Former researchers
have tried to use the high amplification feedback to the intermission induced by uncer-
tain bounds; it is easy to show the steady-state error at large gain values [39,40]. Some
improvements were also made in the relevant power converter systems using adaptive
and observer techniques to assess the extent of system uncertainty. Although the amount
of the tremor is indeed reduced, there is a long-term convergence condition that appears in
the system state [41–53].

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is simple and highly efficient, and has been widely
used in practical engineering to obtain global optimization [54–56]. However, many studies
have shown that PSO does not guarantee global convergence for nonlinear complex system
problems, and may easily converge prematurely or cause the convergence rate to be too
slow [57–59]. Other global optimization algorithms have also been suggested for the
application of nonlinear systems, such as genetic algorithm (GA), differential evolution
(DE), simulated annealing (SA), and ant colony optimization (ACO) [60–67]. However,
these methods still have hidden shortcomings, for example, they are prone to premature
convergence to the local optimum. In recent years, under the trend of rapid development of
artificial intelligence, an improved version of PSO, that is the chaos PSO (CPSO) intelligent
technology has been successful used in many different scientific occasions [68–73]. It not
only achieves high-quality global solutions in a short calculation time, but also does not
prematurely converge to a local extreme. As a result, the CPSO can find optimal values
for NFCTA control parameters, thereby significantly improving control performance and
avoiding complicated testing and trial-and-error adjustments of parameters. Compared to
a typical TA or SMC without optimization algorithms or intelligent solutions, the proposed
strategy can provide DC-AC converter control designers with another reference choice
and constructive advice. Although the definitive steady-state tracking response of the
improved closed-loop system is not the best in the latest THD percentage results of the
previous work, the proposed strategy successfully strengthens the TA approach and helps
to determine the optimal adjustment of controller parameters. Combining the proposed
NFCTA and CPSO prevents the system state from falling into local optimization untimely,
and improves the global search capability. Therefore, the proposed strategy generates
a high-performance full-bridge DC-AC converter system with lower THD percentage
under rectifier loads and faster response under step load changes. Simulation results
obtained using the MATLAB/Simulink environment for the proposed algorithm have been
performed for the DC-AC converter, and experimental results based on the implementation
of a digital signal processor (DSP) also verify the usability of the proposed strategy. It
is worth mentioning that the proposed strategy is a single-objective optimization in this
paper. It aims at establishing a high-quality AC output for a full-bridge DC-AC converter
in the face of parametric changes and load interferences. In contrast to this paper, the
publications [74,75] provide a good reference for future PV system applications. They
adopt the DC-DC converter with optimal algorithm to achieve solar cells operating at
maximum power point, even when the PV array is partially shaded and then its power-
voltage curve appears under multi-peak condition. The notable contributions to this paper
include: The proposed circuit only uses a voltage feedback with the NFCTA, to achieve the
uncomplicated precisely trajectory-tracking and the smallest possible THD. By employing
CPSO, the design difficulty of NFCTA parameters and the trembling effect can be mitigated
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simultaneously. The proposed strategy develops advanced SMC technology, namely the
NFCTA and CPSO, for efficient tracking error reduction of full-bridge DC-AC converter
when confronted with transient and steady-state interferences. This paper is organized
as follows: The dynamic modeling of the full-bridge DC-AC converter is illustrated in
Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the design of NFCTA and CPSO in order to reduce the
trembling and optimize the system performance. Simulated and experimental results are
furnished to authenticate this proposed strategy in Section 4. Afterward, the paper is
concluded in Section 5.

2. Modeling Description of Full-Bridge DC-AC Converter

Figure 1a depicts the full-bridge DC-AC converter, which is composed of three impor-
tant units, namely the transistor switching elements, an inductor-capacitor low-pass filter,
and a connected load; Figure 1b shows the gate control signals produced by the comparison
of a reference sine waveshape and a high-frequency triangular carrier waveshape, which
corresponds to DC-AC converter switches. Then, the DC bus voltage is defined as Vdc, the
R implies the resistive load, the output voltage, and current can be expressed as vo and io,
respectively. Analyzing the voltage and current in Figure 1a using Kirchhoff’s law and
making the state variables x1 = vo and x2 =

.
vo, then the state behavior of the full-bridge

DC-AC converter can be expressed as:{
x1 =

.
x2.

x2 = − 1
LC x1 − 1

RC x2 +
1

LC u
, (1)

where the control signal u equals d·Vdc, here d is duty ratio of switching limited amidst −1
and 1.
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pattern. 

Figure 1. Common full-bridge DC-AC converter structure (a) Circuit diagram. (b) Switching
pulse pattern.

The design problem with the full-bridge DC-AC converter is a typical tracking control
problem. Because the output voltage of the full-bridge DC-AC converter is a sinusoidal
AC waveform, it must track the required reference AC waveform vrac =

√
2·Vrms· sin(ωt),
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where Vrms denotes the root-mean-square value and ω is the angular frequency. Therefore,
based on the relationship amidst (1) and vrac, the error state variables can be defined as:{

e1 = x1 − vrac
e2 = x2 −

.
vrac

. (2)

Then, using the (1) and (2), the error state equation for the full-bridge DC-AC converter
can be written as follows:{ .

e1 =
.
x1 −

.
vrac = e2.

e2 =
..
x1 −

..
vrac =

.
x2 −

..
vrac = − 1

LC e1 − 1
RC e2 +

1
LC u− 1

LC vrac − 1
RC

.
vrac −

..
vrac

. (3)

The error dynamics of the (3) reveals that the control signal u needs to be carefully
and well designed. In this way, the system states e1 and e2 will quickly reach and converge
to the equilibrium point within a limited period of time. It is worth noting that in the
path tracking control design, once the NFCTA establishes a fast limited-time closed-loop
convergence, the system response exhibits strong insensitivity and eternal stability. The
NFCTA is used in the control of full-bridge DC-AC converters not only to allow faster
dynamic response, but also to afford more precise control of the steady state. In actual
implementation, there is the possibility of drastic changes in the internal parameters of the
plant, severe interference from external loads, and highly nonlinear uncertainties, thereby
leading to system trembling or great steady-state errors. The CPSO has been considered
as a useful methodology to overcome the problems of trembling and steady-state errors
in practical non-linear system applications. Based on chaotic mapping, the CPSO makes
implementation easier and will not converge untimely, so the system can avoid falling into
the dilemma of local optimization. With the smart combination of NFCTA and CPSO, the
controller parameters of the NFCTA can be optimized globally and produce a full-bridge
DC-AC converter with higher performance.

3. Proposed Control Strategy

For ease of analysis, the second-order uncertain nonlinear error state system of the (3)
can be reformulated as: { .

e1 = e2.
e2 = f + w̃ + bu− ..

vrac
, (4)

where f = − 1
LC e1 − 1

RC e2, b = 1
LC u, u connotes the control input, and w̃ = − 1

LC vrac −
1

RC
.
vrac implies the internal parameter changes of the plant, the disturbances of external

load, and the uncertainties of nonlinearity. The w̃ is expressed as the limitation of an
inequality ‖w̃‖ ≤ φ, where φ is positive constant. Aiming at the error state Equation (3),
the sliding surface of the NFCTA can be designed as follows to ensure faster convergence
without singularities and to track the reference sine wave more accurately:

σ = e1 + g|e1|m1 sign(e1) + h|e2|m2 sign(e2), (5)

where g, h > 0, m1 > 1, and sign(·) is approximated by tanh(·). 1 < m2 < 2. The (5) implies
that the state is insensitive to changes in system parameters and external loading interferences
during sliding mode action (sliding phase). Nevertheless, when the state trajectory is forced
towards the sliding surface (reaching phase), the fast limited-time convergence and robustness
is not always guaranteed; Gao and Hung first proposed a new concept of sliding-mode
reaching law to solve this dilemma [76], and many researchers have improved classic sliding-
mode reaching law for various applications [77–81].

Based on the principle in the [76] and [77], we reconstruct a power reaching law-based
sliding mode as follows:

.
σ = −γ1|σ|p1 sign(σ)− γ2|σ|p2 sign(σ)− γ3|σ|p3 σ, (6)

where γ1, γ2, γ3 > 0, 0 < p1 < 1, p2 > 1, p3 > 0, and sign(·) is approximated by tanh(·).
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After the mathematical operation from the (4) to (6), the resultant NFCTA control law
u generates:

u(t) = −b−1[ f + (|e2|2−m2 /hm2sign(e2))·(1 + gm1|e1|m1−1)
+ γ3|σ|p3 σ + γ1|σ|p1 sign(σ) + γ2|σ|p2 sign(σ) + γ3|σ|p3 σ +

..
vrac]

. (7)

Theorem 1. In case the (7) is applied to system dynamics (4) and the sliding surface σ as well as a
power reaching law-based sliding mode (6) are employed, the system behavior will be satisfied with
the fast convergence to equilibrium state within a limited time.

Proof. Suppose the following Lyapunov function candidate:

V = 0.5× σ2. (8)

The time derivative of V can be derived while following trajectory behavior (4) with
control laws (7):

.
V = σ

.
σ

= σ
( .

e1 + gm1|e1|m1−1sign(e1)
.
e1 + hm2|e2|m2−1sign(e2)

.
e2

)
≤ −hm2|e2|m2−1(γ1|σ|p1+1sign(σ) + γ2|σ|p2+1sign(σ) + γ3|σ|p3+2 − φ|σ|)

. (9)

�.

When implemented in a digital signal processor, the continue-time derivatives in
the (4)–(9) can be approximated by Euler’s methodology:

.
e ∼= e(k + 1)− e(k)/T, where

T = tk+1 − tk (the sample interval in seconds), tk = kT (for a constant sample interval),
k represents an integer, e(k) stands for the value of e at tk, and e(k + 1) indicates the
value of e at tk+1. Such approximation can be employed in place of all derivatives that
appear in the NFCTA differential Equations (4)–(9) to yield corresponding discrete-time
functions. Thereby, it can be known from (9) that σ and e2 are not equal to zero, so

.
V

will be less than zero, which is consistent with Lyapunov’s stability theorem. The strong
and insensitive SMC feedback system will converge to the equilibrium zone in a fast
limited time. When an internal acutese plant parametric changes or external nonlinear
load intermission is connected to the full-bridge DC-AC converter, it eternally induces
high frequency trembling or steady-state errors, and may lead to inaccurate tracking
trajectory in transient and steady-state conditions. As a result, the adjustment of SMC
parameters exposes difficult decisions and time-consuming computations, causing the
descent of system adaptability and the crisis of untimely convergence. The CPSO with
population diversity and untimely convergence avoidance can really relieve the effects
of tremor and steady-state errors. It can adaptively tune and determine strong NFCTA
control parameters, therefore obtaining the global optimal solution and eluding untimely
falling into the local extreme value. The tradition PSO utilized the (10) and (11) to indicate
a model of particle evolution, which can then update the velocity and position of each
particle as it flies towards its destination:

V(t + 1) = ΩV(t) + ς1·ran·(Xpbest(t)− X(t)) + ς2·ram·(Xgbest − X(t)), (10)

X(t + 1) = X(t) + V(t + 1), (11)

where V(t + 1) represents present flying speed, X(t) indicates present position, Xpbest
shows individual best position, Xgbest stands for global best position, ς1 and ς2 signify
learning factor, ran and ram are random number amidst 0 and 1, and Ω = Ωmax −
Γ·[(Ωmax −Ωmin)/Γmax] denote inertia weight, here the Γ denotes the present genera-
tions number and Γmax symbols total number of generations. While the velocity of certain
particle approaches zero, other particles conducted by Xpbest and Xgbest rapidly enter the
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zone near the stagnant particles’ location. Due to the stochastic nature of particles during
initialization and evolution, updates are seemingly purposeless. Once Xgbest falls into a
local extreme, then the entire swarm will show precocious convergence, reducing search
performance. Owing to the non-repeatability of chaos, the CPSO can explore according to
probability at a higher speed than random and traversal investigations.

Therefore, a typical Logistic mapping adopted for chaos can be defined as:

χ(t + 1) = β·χ(k)·(1− χ(t)), (12)

where the symbol β represents the control coefficient, which is usually set to 4 [58–60]. The
speed update equation of the CPSO can be expressed as:

V(t + 1) = ΩV(t) + ς1·χ·(Xpbest(t)− X(t)) + ς2·χ·(Xgbest − X(t)), (13)

where χ is a function based on the result of logistic mapping, and its value is amidst 0 and
1 [58–60]. Since this algorithm can achieve the ability to escape from the best solution in
the local region, there is not much randomness and therefore, the solution changes within
the present solution range. The χ(t) can be set to be generated randomly amidst 0 and 0.1,
thus allowing the particles to escape from the extreme value of the local region without
too much randomness and difficulty in convergence. The process of the algorithm is
represented in the following, and its Matlab code can refer to the literature [82]. Step 1: The
initialization of position, velocity, and inertia weight is executed by the chaotic operation.
The best individual position Xpbest as well as the best global position Xgbest are computed.
An integrated absolute error (IAE =

∫ ∞
0 |e1(τ)|dτ) is use as the objective function. Step 2:

According to the (10) and (11), the particle’s velocity and position can be updated. Step
3: Compute the adaptive value, and in case it is better than the adaptive value of Xpbest,
the present position with the Xpbest is renewed; if it is preferable to the adaptive value
of Xgbest, renovate the present position with the Xpbest. Step 4: Determine whether the
termination condition is satisfactory or not. If the answer is yes, perform step 7 forthright,
otherwise fulfill step 5. Step 5: Determine whether the algorithm is sluggish or not. If the
answer is yes, accomplish step 6 immediately, otherwise carry out Step 2 and Step3. Step 6:
Depending on the difference surrounded by the adaptive value of the particles, regulate the
position of the particles to perform Step 2 and Step3. Step 7: Output relative information
with the Xgbest and then stop this algorithm. The comparison between CPSO and different
optimization algorithms for searching steps in objective space is shown in Figure 2.
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Additionally, three commonly used optimization algorithms, such as genetic algorithm
(GA), differential evolution (DE), and simulated annealing (SA) can be compared and
analyzed [60–65]. For the genetic algorithm (GA), the solution is graded through the
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adaptation value. The parental choices are based on probability and are more appropriate
for the individual. The crossover operation generates a descendant, which is taken from the
parent, and the solution may be similar to the parent. The GA has a tendency to generate
solutions that may be aggregated around some good solutions in the aggregate. The
diversity of GA is entered into the solution by introducing different mutation operations,
and its solution time will increase non-linearly with the augmentation of the population.
The generation mechanism of DE new solution is similar to that of traditional PSO, and
its population search ability is about the same as that of traditional PSO. The diversity is
preferable because the best solution in the population has no effect on other solutions, but
the mutation vector is usually a solution that comes from the non-primitive population.
The number of iterations in the traditional PSO is less, and the performance of traditional
PSO far exceeds that of SA. The SA requires a particularly large number of iterations to
achieve the same results as traditional PSO, however the time of each iteration in the
traditional PSO is much longer than that of SA.

4. Simulation and Experimental Results

The commercial optimization software, for example HEEDS-MDO, can be used to
design the optimization of engineering problems. However, based on the current funding
considerations and the currently available software resources, the MATLAB/Simulink is
used to simulate the full-bridge DC-AC converter controlled by the proposed strategy
and a typical TA. Figure 3 displays the simulated block diagram of the full-bridge DC-AC
converter with the control strategy. Likewise, the circuitry of the proposed full-bridge DC-
AC converter has been implemented using a dSPACE DS1102 controller board (dSPACE
GmbH, Paderborn, Germany) based on a Texas Instruments digital signal processor, sub-
stantiating the applicability of the proposed strategy. The photo of the experimental setup
is displayed in Figure 4. The system parameters of the full-bridge DC-AC converter are
listed in Table 1. It should be noted that the component values can be selected as proposed
in [83–85] below. (i) Pick the switching frequency [84,85]: In order to reduce the size of
the filter, it is necessary to elect a sufficiently high switching frequency, and in the case of
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor switches, it is often elected amidst 20 and
40 kHz. (ii) Pick a coefficient related to the cutoff frequency of the LC filter [83]: When
the factor is small, the switching frequency and the fundamental frequency have large
attenuation and small amplification, respectively. The minimum value of the factor can be
calculated, and the modulation value is preferably 0.95 or less. (iii) Pick a factor related
to both switching frequency and inductance ripple current [83]: The ripple current of the
inductance is preferably in the range of 20% to 40%. Then, both L and C component values
are calculated from the picked coefficients of (8), (20), (25), and (26) of [83].
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Table 1. Parameters of the converter with inductor capacitor filter.

Parameter Value

Filter inductor, L 0.1 mH
Filter capacitor, C 20 µF
Resistive load, R 12 ohm

DC-link voltage, Vdc 200 V
AC Output voltage, vo 110 Vrms

AC Output-voltage frequency 60 Hz
Switching frequency 30 kHz

The simulated output-waveshapes of the full-bridge DC-AC converters shown in
Figures 5 and 6 are respectively divided into the proposed strategy and the typical TA
under TRIAC (triode for alternating current)-controlled loads (at 90/270 firing angles,
changing from no load to full load of 12 ohm). The proposed strategy displays a smaller
voltage dip and speedier recovery time than the typical TA. For the sake of examining
the performance of the full-bridge DC-AC converter at highly non-linear load situations,
Figure 7 depicts the simulated output-waveshape of the full-bridge DC-AC converter
at a rectified load (Cd = 200 µF and Rd = 30 ohm) using the proposed strategy. The
output-voltage has a good sine form, and its voltage % THD can reach 0.14%, which is less
than 5% of the IEEE standard. Figure 8 represents a typical TA subject to the situation of
a rectified load (Cd = 200 µF and Rd = 30 ohm), the simulated output-waveshape of the
full-bridge DC-AC converter exposures of an unsatisfactory contortion and a quite high
voltage %THD of 13.57% yields. Thereby, the proposed strategy completely enhances the
steady-state performance of the full-bridge DC-AC converter, even under severe non-linear
loading. Table 2 gives the simulated output-voltage dip and %THD for TRIAC-controlled
loads and rectified loads, respectively. Based on the above response under different load
conditions, we can further understand that the output LC filter tends to cause current
stress in the full-bridge DC-AC converter under transient conditions, and the load current
may also increase current stress. When there is a high inductive load, the design of the
filter ratio has been proposed in the (20) of the literature [84], and it is suggested that
the middle range between the upper and lower boundaries can be used for inductive
loads. In addition, if the converter is connected to an inductive load, the power factor
and efficiency of the output sine voltage are unsatisfactory. Earlier works have shown
the behavioral response of the full-bridge DC-AC converter to inductive loads and have
also revealed that power factor and efficiency can be improved by using a capacitor [86].
Figures 9 and 10 show the experimental output-waveshapes of the full-bridge DC-AC
converter controlled by the proposed strategy and the typical TA under resistive full-
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load conditions, respectively. The output voltage is both distortion-free and presents a
beautiful sine wave; this means that under the condition of pure resistance linear load,
the full-bridge DC-AC converter is difficult to be affected by its interference. Figure 11
illustrates the experimental output-waveshape of the full-bridge DC-AC converter under
the proposed strategy with a step change in load (trigger angle of 90, changing from no
load to 12 ohm at full load). In line with the simulation result, a small immediate voltage
drop appears and then quickly returns to the reference voltage level. Figure 12 exhibits the
experimental output-waveshape of a typical TA-controlled full-bridge DC-AC converter
with a step change in load (90 trigger angle from no load to full load of 12 ohm). This
tells us that the descent of the controller’s compensation capability is due to bad transient
tracking response, large voltage dip, and slow retrieval time. Figures 13 and 14 reveal the
experimental output-waveshapes of the full-bridge DC-AC converters with the proposed
strategy as well as a typical TA in the presence of LC parameter variations, where the
output-voltage of the proposed full-bridge DC-AC converter (output voltage of 0.08%
THD) is closer to a sinusoidal waveshape and less prone to deformation than a typical
TA full-bridge DC-AC converter (output voltage of 12.91% THD). From the comparison
amidst the proposed strategy and a typical TA, the proposed full-bridge DC-AC converter
has better transience and steady-state tracking behavior than the typical TA-controlled
full-bridge DC-AC converter under various load tests. Table 3 provides the experimental
output-voltage dip and %THD under step-load changes and LC variations.
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Table 2. Simulations of output-voltage dip and %THD (total harmonic distortion) under TRIAC-
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Simulations

Proposed Strategy

TRIAC-controlled load
(Voltage dip)

Rectified load
(%THD)

8.36 Vmax 0.14%

Typical TA

TRIAC-controlled load
(Voltage dip)

Rectified load
(%THD)

41.31 Vmax 13.57%
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Table 3. Experiments of output-voltage dip and %THD under step load change and LC variation.

Experiments

Proposed Strategy

Step load change
(Voltage dip)

LC variation
(%THD)

10.83 Vmax 0.08%

Typical TA

Step load change
(Voltage dip)

LC variation
(%THD)

45.56 Vmax 12.91%
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, a CPSO-optimized NFCTA strategy is proposed and then applied to a
full-bridge DC-AC converter that can provide low THD and fast dynamic tracking response.
The NFCTA has the ability to quickly converge to the equilibrium region within a limited
time, and also infers the absence of singularities. Because system uncertainties may be
overestimated or underestimated, there are still concerns about trembling and steady-state
errors surrounding the sliding surface of the NFCTA. The immoderate conservativeness of
the NFCTA design can be mitigated by using the CPSO to estimate the upper limits of the
plant’s internal parameter changes and external load intermission. If such an immoderately
cautious sliding-mode switching amplitude value is therefore lessened, there will be no
tremor generated by the NFCTA, which greatly achieves the advancement of the full-bridge
DC-AC converter dynamics and steady state behaviors. The proposed strategy adopts
Lyapunov’s theorem to interpret and authenticate the stability of the feedback system,
the attainability of the sliding-mode manifold within a limited-time area and the quick
convergence of trajectory tracking. Numerical simulation results and the experimental
results of the prototype full-bridge DC-AC converter point to the efficacy of the proposed
strategy. In future research, the full-bridge DC-AC converter can be connected to the
network, but the DC-AC converter and the grid must be synchronized. In other words,
both of them must have the same amplitude, frequency, and phase angle; in order to
achieve this requirement, a simple phase locked loop (PLL) structure is usually considered.
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